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LIMITED TIME BONUS INCLUDED: FREE Ebook and Report Reveals How to Improve Your

Marriage Today.Learn How To Save And Rebuild Your Connection, Trust, Communication And

Intimacy This book has actionable steps and strategies on how to save your marriage and build

trust, communication and intimacy.â€œAnd they lived happily ever afterâ€•That sounds like

something out of a fairytale but every couple wishes for â€˜happily ever aftersâ€™ when they are

tying the knot (except if one or both of them are serious pessimists or sadists). Sadly however, very

few couples get to experience this sweet, fairytale kind of marriage. In fact, divorce rates are at an

all time high with fifty percent of marriages consummated resulting in divorce or

separations.Donâ€™t let anyone fool you; marriage is tough work, and it takes a lot of determination

and willpower to sustain it. Imagine having to live with, and deal with the same person for ten years,

fifteen years, thirty years or more. Along the line, you might start to feel more like siblings rather

than lovers. Your problems may became as simple as a loss of spark in the relationship where you

were once madly in love and suddenly do not feel as crazy in love as you used to be. Then it spirals

into other relationship problems like lack of intimacy, lack of connection and lack of trust.If left

unchecked, the couple drifts far away from each other and the relationship is damaged and before

you know it, you are headed for divorce. The good news is that your marriage doesnâ€™t have to

feel like a prison sentence. You can enjoy your marriage.This book will help you do just that by

looking at how to bring back the spark, fun, trust and intimacy back into your marriage.In This Book

You'll Learn...The Cold Hard Truth about MarriageHow To Improve CommunicationHow To Rebuild

ConnectionHow To Rebuild TrustHow To Rebuild IntimacyAnd muchmore!Download Now to Learn

how to Save And Rebuild Your Connection, Trust, Communication And Intimacy..and get a FREE

BONUS eBook and report on how to start improving your marriage today.Tags: Marriage Help, Save

Your Marriage, Communication Skills, Marrige Advice, Intimacy, Trust
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This book caught my attention while I was looking for something to read the other day. The book is

about the reality of marriage and how you can make the marriage stronger. When my parents got a

divorce, I felt that all marriages fall apart no matter how long you have been together. My parents

were childhood sweethearts, but their marriage suddenly felt apart. When I read the book, I have

realized why their marriage fell apart. They become distance with each other because they have

been busy with their careers. They did not have time to talk or even eat dinner together. When they

argue, they are always the winners of it. Through this book, I have learned that communication and

time for each other are the building blocks of marriage aside from the love. Thumbs up to the author

for writing this valuable book!

This book is very lovely. The ideas, messages, advises and concepts of the author are wonderful

and worth putting to practice. One of the prevailing issues individuals that are married face as the

years go by is lack of intimacy, but this book addresses how this can be worked on and helped. It

focuses on effective communication as the key to achieving the much needed intimate and healthy

relationship that should be found between couples. When I get married, I hope to apply all I have

gathered while reading this book because it is an entire wealth of Knowledge.

My friend referred me to this book after she read it. We used to always get together for coffee and

complain about our husbands. lol. But after she read this book she said she couldn't talk about her

husband like that anymore and that things have been a lot better. I read it and right away in the first

sentence I felt it was pretty harsh, but I think I needed to hear that to realize I should be working on

my marriage rather then ignoring the issues. It gave me a lot to think about now it will be putting it



into practice. I think I'll have to get the next book they previewed about self discipline. Lol

Marriages these days are breaking up like never before and the rate of divorced couples is so much

but some times we fall in love with our better halves for the wrong reasons and we have to force our

selves to adjust to reality which is not so easy to everyone. All marriages have challenges but that

not a reason to divorce, the Author takes you through the Reality and gives tips like being

Respectful, tolerant and patient while dealing with a fellow adult. So have a good mind set toward

this beautiful union and you will live happily together

This book confronts us in a very direct and personal way the topic of marriage. The author

emphasizes that to make things work both must work and make joint efforts while seeking

happiness.It is not an easy issue; however, I believe that the author was able to live in the grain with

his way of expressing himself about the problems that frequently involve marriage.

In every relationship, communication and understanding really a the main thing in maintaining and

keeping it strong as time goes by. I am not married yet, but I just got this one out of curiosity and I

want have something to read about marriage and how to make it last. The contents of the book are

informative, detailed and would make you realize every thing that it says. This book would be a

great help especially for those who are already committed to their partners and already had their

vows.

I am not yet married but planning to, and when you see yourself attached it seems all the

disadvantages are what your eyes see, like the quarrels, the decisions and all. Saw this book and

purchased it and well, I have learned a lot. Its tips, advises and inputs are all great that I am sure

will be a big help not only to married couples but to couples as general. Worthy book.

When I was reading the title itself It really catches my attention, yes, It really put me in a moment to

really grasp whats inside the book. I love every single bit how this book manage to laid down to

couples to really see whats the reality of a married life. This really simplify how must a couple know

each others differences and know that marriage will not work alone with only one working on it but

must be handle by both couples along this journey. Also how communication play an important role

on every single couple the very backbone of married life, also know the necessity of communication

to save and to rebuild relationship. With this book it also shows some important points in which



every couple must know; trust, control emotions and building up once more the intimacy. It is really

an eye opener and a very good tool to help those sinking relationships.I would love to recommend

this book to those who are having hard time in their relationship as a couple and even to every

single men and women who will one day plans to marry, this will surely give you a very good help

and the basic thing to let your married life set its satisfaction.To the author thank you for this book

and we are looking forward for more character and attitude molding books.
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